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Notes on Chapter 20 – Between the Two World Wars 
 
Paris remains most influential in art. Artists lose their ‘edginess’, returning to more traditional themes and 
painterly style; beaches, landscapes, elegant nudes, exotic food.  
DADA AND SURREALISM 
Many artists, exiles and those anti-war moved to neutral Switzerland (or USA) at start of war. Dada 
emerged when Germany and Allies stalemated in Verdun. According to Tzara, a state of mind rather than 
movement; anarchistic, nihilistic, disruptive.  
Duchamp 
Marcel Duchamp, intellectual, witty, anarchic, initially Futurist Cubist (Nude Descending a Staircase) later 
famous for ‘readymades’ objects made art simply by being selected by artist. Act of contemplation 
sufficient to create art. Denied skill and artistry of artist. Value is not in aesthetic qualities but in questions 
they make viewer consider. Key work, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Batchelors, Even deemed complete 
when broken in transit. Duchamp on being questioned said ‘there is no solution because there is no 
problem’. Wanted art to revert to appealing to the mind, not the eye. Dada extreme protest against purely 
visual art. Dadaists no pseudo-intellectual but purely nihilistic intention. Surrealists did want to actively 
challenge status quo(visitors encouraged to destroy exhibits in one exhibition); briefly had close links with 
political revolution. At same time, Braque/Matisse enjoying art of wellbeing and comfort (Le Geuradon) 
Intensely disliked by Surrealists and Dadaists. Too self-indulgent for post-war era to be taken seriously, 
however, Bonnard maintained good reputation as ‘belated Impressionist’ with subtle, non-grandiose 
portrayals of middle class life (bathing scenes). Cubism regarded as milestone in changing art. Picasso one 
of few working successfully in wide range of styles; theatre design, cubism, Ingresque portraits, Classical 
style. (pp 800-03) 
AMERICA AND THE PRECISIONIST VIEW 
Hopper, Sheeler rejected isolationist style of painters of conservative American landscape painters; 
favoured urban scenes, industrial alienation. Painted scenes of post-war Depression with restraint and 
sensitivity. Sheeler initially photographer of American vernacular building. Later oils with strong lines and 
unusual angles created Precisionism. Painted man-made structures; railways, power plants. (pp 804-05) 
Diego Rivera and the Mexican Muralists 
Rivera returned to Mexico after 10-year civil war at behest of a Mexican government, keen to develop art 
for the masses. Influenced by time in Paris and Italy, combined fresco/murals with indigenous art of Pre-
Columbian and post-colonial Mexico. Combination of mechanical shapes with bodies and faces of Mexican 
peasants; powerful political pieces. ‘Mexican mural painting made the masses the hero of monumental art’ 
(Rivera). Painted wealthy capitalists negatively in large public works in Mexico, later took commissions in 
America, to raise political awareness there. (pp 805-08) 
Breton, de Chirico and Ernst 
Surrealism fundamentally applying to literature and Breton’s 1924 Surrealist Manifesto. Drew on Freud 
and the subconscious, unconscious, dreams. However, although started in literature, better known in art. 
De Chirico; some of most powerful, disturbing, yet apparently bland, images in modern art. Challenging 
relationship with Surrealists, denying being involved with them and denying authorship of his own early 
work to spite them. First Surrealist exhibition (Ernst, Miro but not Magrite, Dali) coincided with Le 
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Corbusier International Modern, Art Deco exhibitions. Ernst proponent of Freudianism; allowing art to 
emerge from subconscious; developed frottage, rubbings taken from everyday objects. (pp 808-10) 
Dali, Magritte and Miro 
Dali drew on ideas of dream state, capturing in, eg, Persistence of Memory. Imagery is often disturbing; 
overtones of paranoia. Excessive self-promotion led to Dali being renounced by Breton. Dali, Magritte, 
Oppenheim drew extensively on sexual Freudian symbolism. Magritte’s production of bizarre most 
disruptive in posters, adverts and other mundane works. Inexplicable, challenging assumptions. Work titles 
not related to imagery, infused with non-existent meaning. Women were Surrealist artists but attitude of 
male Surrealists treated women in line with Freud’s male angst-ridden view; castrating temptress, 
innaccessible muse. Kahlo distanced herself from Surrrealists, seeing misogynism within. Kahlo painted 
mainly self-portraits, exploring  own body, self-image; part out of struggle with disability, part attitude of 
husband Rivera & his & her conflicting perceptions of her (the Two Fridas) . Miro arrived at Surrealism via 
Fauvism, Cubism, Dada. Master of automatic painting; form emerges from brush as it moves over canvas. 
Spanish Civil War (1939) saw darkening of mood, inspired Picasso’s Guernica.  (pp 810-12) 
WELDED METAL: A REVOLUTION IN SCULPTURE 
Gonzalez worked with Picasso to produce open metal sculptures. Work with Picasso found objects remain 
identifiable. Gonzalez own work, objects reworked and unidentifiable. American, Calder, used engineering 
background to create metalwork, mobiles (suspended in air) and stabiles (on bases), flat forms inspired by 
Miro. American, Smith, family of blacksmiths. Painter and sculptor, iron works often like paintings in metal. 
(pp 813-14) 
PHOTOGRAPHY AND MODERN MOVEMENTS 
Photography still struggling for acceptance as art. Steiglitz and Steichen did much to popularise Dove, 
O’Keefe, Duchamp. Photographs mostly typical subjects, with clouds (Equivalent series) sought to illustrate 
life philosophy. Man Ray develops photogram; images place on sensitized paper and exposed; found 
objects, abstractly arranged. Berlin Dadaists develop photomontage. Like collage, initially disparate 
collection of randomly arranged images, Heartfield used process to develop anti-Hitler propaganda by 
juxtaposition of Nazis with other images. Technique later taken up by Nazis to produce poster-propaganda, 
combining images to create ‘fake news’. Photography becomes artistic to extent even photos of negative 
images (poor, poverty, dereliction) became ‘attractive’. Evans, Lange, Stryker, photographing plight of 
American poor produced powerful images (eg, Lange Migrant Mother) . Cartier-Bresson, photographed 
candid shots, uninvolved in events but capturing images and emotions. (pp 815-19) 
CONSTRUCTIVISM, DE STIJL AND THE INTERNATIONAL STYLE 
Art and Revolution 
Constructivism more prominent in sculpture, architecture, design. Reflected Marxist view of utility, and 
simplicity; anti-aesthetic. Embraced machine production, architectural engineering, modern materials and 
methods. Lissitzky’s art (Prouns) reminiscent of architectural tech drawings. Art survived in graphic art, 
Rodchenko industrial photography used for political propaganda but ultimately rejected as elitist. Art 
becomes bland as tries to strike balance between artist and masses. (pp 819-20) 
The Bauhaus 
1919 Gropius establishes Bauhaus (the building house) in Germany. Intended to be collective where 
designers, craftsmen and artists worked together to produce building of the future. Incorporated 
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Sezession, Werkstatte, Arts and Crafts, Expressionism. Later became more austere, move towards 
machine-made, cubism, strong structure. Conflict between mass-production as each person has role in job 
vs artisan where one person controls all stages. Produced prototypes for mass-production (Breuer’s 
chromium tubular chair still in production). New Bauhaus building in Desau exemplified aspects of 
International Style; simple, rectangles and cubes, minimal ornament, much use of glass and steel. Housed 
both workshops and accommodation. Closed 1933 by Hitler. (Rietveld’s Schroder house very typical of 
open, spacious, geometric style). (pp 821-23) 
Mondrian 
Very specific style aimed at defining ‘pure means’ whereby universal harmony, ultimate reality behind 
appearances, could be made clear. Cubism stopped short of full realisation. Paintings using only primaries 
plus black and white, straight lines in flat plane with no diagonals. The Fox Trot exemplifies both space, 
linear design and enigmatic role of framing in shaping the space the lines create. (pp 823-25) 
Le Corbusier and Mies van der Rohe 
Architects of space, working in, steel, glass, ferro-concrete. Built on steel-skeleton structures, allowing 
minimal load-bearing walls so maximising openness of interior spaces (use of screens as in Rohe’s single 
family house project). Opening up space below building integrating interior and exterior (Villa Savoye). Also 
extended to furniture. (pp 825-28) 
Brancusi and Moore 
Brancusi sculpted entirely by hand (some, however, cast in bronze) but in such fine detail as to give 
impression of machine-tooling. Pieces abstract, little resemblance to title but works eg. Bird in Space 
capture energy and lifeforce of what they represent. Moore sought to capture energy inherent in structure 
not to represent energy of subject (Two Forms). Worked in many media, taking inspiration from non-
European, African and ancient cultures. Reliance on size to create impact gave rise to decline in quality of 
art but suited to public siting of work. (pp828-30) 
Art Deco 
Sleek lines, vigour and vitality, distinguishes Art Deco from International Style. Chrysler building most 
significant architectural work, Le Corbusier’s only partly-realised (in Manhattan) visions of a utopian city, 
first to embody concept of a city composed as a co-ordinated unit according to a central plan. Rockefeller 
group, however, failed to deliver many of ideals espoused (eg green spaces). Picasso paints poignantly 
traumatic Guernica in response to atrocities committed by Germans per pro Spanish fascists at  onset of 
Spanish civil war. (pp830-31). 


